People with hearing loss are at the heart of
everything we do because we know they’re
placing their trust in us. This is why we’ve been
pioneering innovative new technologies, with
consistent quality, for over 150 years to help
people feel more involved, connected and in
control, transforming their lives through the
power of sound. Available exclusively through
audiologists and hearing care professionals.
ReSound is part of the GN Group – pioneering
great sound from world-leading ReSound
hearing aids to Jabra office headsets and sports
headphones. Founded in 1869, employing over
5,000 people, and listed on NASDAQ OMX
Copenhagen, GN makes life sound better.
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THE RESOUND ECOSYSTEM OF
WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

LOGY

RESOUND MICRO MIC
Focus on the sounds you want
to hear, even in a noisy place,
and extend your hearing range
up to 80 feet.

your world

RESOUND MULTI MIC
Get all the benefits of the ReSound
Micro Mic, and more. When placed
on a table, the ReSound Multi Mic
automatically turns into a table
microphone. Plus, it connects with
loop and FM systems*, and uses a
line-in for streaming audio to your
hearing aids.

With our ecosystem of wireless connectivity you can
stream, control and personalize the sound to your
ReSound hearing aids without wearing an intermediary
device around your neck.
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Connect, interact
and engage with

MADE FOR IPHONE,
APPS
IPAD OR IPOD TOUCH

RESOUND PHONE CLIP+
Make crystal-clear phone calls,
mute background noise while you
talk, or stream music, podcasts or
any audio from your phone.

Make your hearing aids
work like wireless stereo
headphones.

RESOUND REMOTE CONTROL
Intuitive control over volume and
program settings with large, easy
to use buttons.
WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
CONNECTIVITY
Enjoy opportunities to hear
and do more in challenging
listening situations.

RESOUND REMOTE CONTROL 2
Adjust the volume or mute your
hearing aids, switch programs, and
see all your settings at a glance.

RESOUND TV STREAMER 2
Stream stereo sound from your
TV, computer or music system.

RESOUND SMART 3D™ APP AND
RESOUND CONTROL™ APP
Personalize and control your
hearing aid settings from your
iPhone or Android smartphone.

APPS
Control and personalize
your
APPShearing experience
from your iPhone® or
Android™ smartphone.
* FM receiver required

Make your hearing
aids work like
wireless headphones

Make a phone call, listen to a movie or get
turn-by-turn directions all streamed from your
iPhone®, iPad® or iPod® touch directly to your
hearing aids. With no neck loop or intermediary
device, MFi connectivity is the easiest, most
discreet way to make your hearing aids work like
wireless stereo headphones.
If you don’t have an iPhone, you can still stream
stereo sound for calls and music from your
Android™ smartphone or any other Bluetoothenabled phone. Simply pair your phone with the
ReSound Phone Clip+.

Extend

your hearing

The ReSound Micro Mic and ReSound Multi Mic
enable you to connect to the world’s smartest
hearing aids*, and feel confident that you won’t
miss a beat in conversation.

RESOUND MICRO MIC
Extremely easy to use, the ReSound Micro
Mic pairs to ReSound hearing aids* in
seconds. Clip it on to the clothing of the
person you want to talk to and enjoy the
conversation, even in background noise
– and you can still hear them even if they
are up to 80 feet away.
RESOUND MULTI MIC
Works like the ReSound Micro Mic, with
the same hearing range of up to 80 feet,
but also doubles as a table microphone,
so you can hear everyone sitting around
it. It’s compatible with loop and FM
systems**, and even has a line-in so you
can stream virtually any sound directly to
your hearing aids.
*Compatible with all ReSound wireless hearing aids
**FM receiver required

ReSound TV Streamer 2

Connect
with ReSound

ENJOY FAMILY MOVIE NIGHT
With the ReSound TV Streamer 2 plugged into
your TV, stereo or computer, you can stream
stereo sound directly into your ReSound hearing
aids. You can listen at your volume while the
people around you listen at theirs.

wireless accessories
STREAM STEREO SOUND TO YOUR HEARING AIDS
Don’t have an iPhone? You can still stream stereo sound
to your ReSound hearing aids. Simply pair any Bluetoothenabled phone with the ReSound Phone Clip+ and
use your hearing aids as headphones for phone calls,
or for streaming stereo sound from videos, playlists or
podcasts.
The Phone Clip+ also works as a basic remote control for
your hearing aids. You can adjust the volume and
mute/unmute the sound you stream to your hearing aids.

And, because you can adjust the volume of your
surroundings and the TV independently, you can
still chat with family and friends while you watch
TV together.

ReSound Remote Control

INTUITIVE AND DISCREET CONTROL
Larger and easier to use buttons make
the ReSound Remote Control the best
option for those who prefer a simpler
way to control their volume and
program settings.

ReSound Remote Control 2

Works with
Android
TM

Wireless connectivity with the
ReSound Phone Clip+.

CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
The ReSound Remote Control 2 gives
you simple control and an overview of
the volume and program settings of
your hearing aids. You can switch to one
of your ReSound streaming accessories,
balance its volume with your hearing
aids and see all your settings on the
backlit display.

Personalize your 		

hearing
experience
With the ReSound Smart 3DTM app, you
can fine-tune your ReSound hearing aids
to your unique taste - all without having to
touch your hearing aids.
MAKE ADJUSTMENTS FOR
LISTENING COMFORT
The ReSound Smart 3D app allows you
to personalize your hearing experience
and adjust volume, treble, middle and
bass frequencies anywhere, save favorite
programs, find misplaced hearing aids
and control your ReSound wireless
accessories.
CONTROL THEM FROM YOUR WRIST
With the ReSound Smart 3D app for Apple
Watch, you can control your hearing aids
straight from your wrist – wherever you are.

DISCREET CONTROL OF YOUR HEARING AIDS
Adjusting volume or switching programs is
as easy as a tap and a swipe. Simply pair your
smartphone with the ReSound Phone Clip+ and
use the free ReSound Control app for discreet
control over your hearing aids. You can also
access and balance the volume of your ReSound
streaming accessories such as the ReSound
Micro Mic.

Works with
Android
TM

